Cell Transport Activity Answer Key
name date period - copley - name_____ answer key _____ date_____ period_____ cell membrane
& tonicity worksheet composition of the cell membrane & functions the cell membrane is also called
the plasma membrane and is made of a phospholipid bi-layer. the phospholipids have a hydrophilic
(water attracting) heads and two cellular transport review - neshaminy school district - cellular
transport review osmosis label the pictures below ( isotonic, hypertonic, or hypotonic environments)
... multiple choice: circle the answer(s) that best completes the sentence. ... a cell must expend
energy to transport substances using _____. a. diffusion b. facilitated diffusion c. ion channels d.
osmosis ... virtual cell worksheet- answer key - wrps - virtual cell worksheet- answer key 1.
centrioles are only found in animal cells. ... cell membrane performs a number of critical functions for
the cell. ... 8. nucleus is called the headquarters of the cell. it is a large dark spot in eukaryotic cells.
it controls all cell activity. the nuclear membrane has many pores . the thick ropy strands ... cell
transport worksheet - cf.edliostatic - cell transport worksheet for questions 15, write the
letter of the correct answer on the line at the left. 1. which of the following must be true for diffusion
to occur? a. molecules or particles must have different sizes. b. special protein channels must
always be available. c. there must be areas of different concentrations. cell transport worksheet dearborn public schools - a cell moves particles from a region of low concentration to a region of
high concentration by facilitated diffusion osmosis passive transport active transport for each
scenario, answer the questions and draw an arrow to illustrate the movement of molecules. cell
structure exploration activities - lincnet - cell exploration ... activity and study guide name _____
september 15!19 cells this packet is due by the end of the class period friday, september 19, 2003.
you may complete the work in this packet in any order. ... cell structure exploration activities ... cell
transport membrane properties - answer the questions that follow. a. which solute(s) will exhibit a
net diffusion i nto the cell? ... transport proteins cell 0.03 m sucrose 0.02 m glucose environment
0.01 m sucrose 0.01m glucose 0.01 m fructose. cell unit activity #5 page 12 _____ the movement of
materials down their concentration gradients _____ pumping of materials across a ... cell city
worksheet answer key - johns hopkins university - answer key: cell city introduction! ... transport
persons and material within the city. 6. the mitochondria are tiny bean-shaped structures in the
cytoplasm with a smooth outer membrane, and a greatly folded inner membrane. they supply the
energy for ... microsoft word - cell city worksheet answer key
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